"Holding the banner of wolf symbolises holding by force, that is, conquest". (1)

It is true that the expression "grey wolf" is used much later than "wolf", though ordinarily the colour of the wolf is grey in Tibet as in other parts of the world too (2). The first instances—in the works on Mahakalā (mgon-po bka' 'gyur) and Kila (phur-pa bka' 'gyur) in Kanjur (bka' 'gyur) and Tanjur (bstan-'gyur) (3)—did not use the epithet grey while later in Saksya Kabbam (sa-skyi-kha'-bum) (4), Rinchen Terzer (rin-chen-gter-mgav) (5) and the 5th Dalai Lama's (las-pa-chen-po) works, (6) the epithet was quite current.

When the Mandala (dkyil-khor) (7) of a deity was threatened by the evil spirits as animal like tiger, elephant or wolf emerged from the body of the same deity to protect the Mandala. The fat of the wolf is used in Tantric (rgyud) chemistry (8) and some Mandalas is surrounded by eight graves and also eight different creatures (9). Wolf is one among the eight creatures.

In Eastern Tibet (khang) a traveller would regard it as a good omen, if he comes across a hawk, a kite or a wolf on the way. This belief can perhaps be traced back to King Gesar (gesar). Gesar had three big generals who were represented by these three creatures. In the epic of Gesar one reads about the general who was symbolised by wolf and who described himself as the wolf of a man who killed or preyed on others as if they were lambs (10).

There are possibilities that the grey wolf motif itself might have developed in Khotan (b-yul) and had come to Tibet via India, in the time of Guru Padmasambhava (eighth century A.C). The Tsenmar (tsi'u-dmar-po) and his six brothers appeared as wolves in seven different colours and approached Guru Padmasambhava, desiring to disturb him while he was in meditation in a grave in India (11). On asking who the demons
were, Guru was told that they were the sons of the king of Khotan. By his supernatural power the seven demons were made to be the protectors of the Doctrine. They are known as Tsenmar Pundun (bsan-dmar-span-bdun "sêm-sêm") in Tibet.

In Tibetan literature the banner of wolf (spyang k'i'-rgyal-mtshan "sêm-sêm") (12) is found in the books on Gyalpo Ku-nga (rgyal-po-skhu-ha "sêm-sêm"); five kings who are the protectors of the monasteries and the State Oracles of Tibet) who are known as "tobun-gegham" in Mongolia. In those books the symbolic meaning is as explained above in the opening para. Among those deities, the chief deity known as Pehar (pe-har "sêm") or Pekar (pe-kar "sêm") or pe-dkar "sêm" is sometimes addressed as the god of war of all men (sky-s-s-hung-kyi-dgra-ha "sêm-sêm") or simply as great god of war (dgra-ha-chi'en-pc "sêm-sêm") who came to Tibet in the eighth century from Bhata Hor (bh-ta-hor "sêm") (13). The books on these deities narrate almost the same story about the appearance of Pehar—first in Khotan, then in Bhata Hor (Mongolia) and finally in Tibet (14). It is said that after the completion of Samye (bsam-yas "sêm-sêm") monastery the Guru asked a serpani to be the guardian of the monastery but it refused (15). Then the Guru advised the king Thrinrong Dten (khri-long-lde-bsan "sêm-sêm") to send an army to Bhata Hor for bringing certain objects from the Gomda (bsog-grwa "sêm", Meditation School). An army was sent and they ranaced that school and brought the objects which included a small turquoise image of the Buddha and a mask (16). These were in the monastery of Samye till 1959. Pehar, as custodian of religious property in that school could not leave the site but had to follow those articles, as it was said by Guru. Thereupon he was appointed by the Guru as the guardian of the monastery. There is a temple in Samye which is known as Pehar Chog (pe-har-log "sêm") and on which there was a banner of wolf on the roof of the temple on the north (17). Mongolia being on the north of Tibet, the northern direction is significant.

It is interesting to note that in Tibetan tradition a deity riding a grey wolf or having a grey wolf head is usually found on the north, northwest or back of the principal deity surrounded by its retinues (18). In Mongolia the word for north, umar-a, also stands for back.

The animals which the Dharma-palas (Defenders of Law) have are tiger, wolf, kite, crow and owl etc. Thu'u Kun (thu'u-bkan "sêm-sêm") divides the day and night into six periods and finds the
evil spirits disguised in six forms. To subdue these evils there are six retinues; for instance, when an evil spirit appears in the form of a sheep, the wolf is the subduer of it (19).

Dhalha (dgra-lha ནེ་ལ། god of war, see Sarat Chandra Das: *Tibetan English Dictionary*) is one of the five gods, who are inseparable companions of humanity. Dhalha is accompanied by a wolf and a hawk; it is said that Dhalha let emanations of wolves and hawks (20).

The Turks might have got grey wolf banner from Tibet. When the third Dalai Lama visited the Mongol Khan in the 16th century, as it was prophesied in Kadam Lopstan (bla’gdams-legs-bam ཀ་དམ་ལགས་བོམ་) and also by Chogyal Phagpa (chos-rgyal-phags-pa དཔལ་བཞི་འགྲོ་བཟོ) (21), he (D.L.) built a monastery which included a temple named Pehar Chog (22). Whether there was a wolf banner or not on the roof of that temple but there must have been paintings of all the retinues of the Pehar. Among the retinues of Pehar, some hold the banner of wolf (23).

The third Dalai Lama was born in Water Rabbit year corresponding to 1543 and passed away in Mongolia in Earth Rat year, that is, 1588. A recent traveller to Mongolia says that Erdeni Tsu, the largest monastery, was founded in 1586 (24). Though the founder of the monastery is not mentioned in this travel book, one can guess by its date that the third Dalai Lama may have been the founder of it.

A special importance of the wolf for the Mongols is that the first Mongol king had the name Borte-chinua which means grey-blue wolf (25); and the Mongols also believed that their first king was descended from the Tibetan kings. The Mongol historians say that he was the youngest son of Dalai Subin Aru Aultan Shiregetu (Tibetan gri-gum-lchum-po ཤི་གུམ་ལེབ་པོ་) whose name was Shaza Tho (sha-za-khi སྷ་ཟག་མྭེད་, means flesh eater) and his two brothers fled to Kogpo (kong-po དབྱེ་བོ་) after their father’s assassination (26). From here he crossed over the Tengsis Sea in the direction of the north and came in the land of the Mongols (27). Mongol Chronicles of the Seventeenth century say “tere gongbo-yin utus-ulu ligegey” meaning that he (Borte-chinua) did not trust the Kogpo people (28), and came to Mongolia. On the other hand the Tibetan historians as Goletsawa (gospel-twa ཨཛས་པའི་བོད་) Sonam GyaltSEN (bod-nams-rgyal-mtshin གོས་ལྟ་བོད་བོད་སོགས་) and fifth Dalai Lama describe the first Mongol king Borta Che (sbor-ua-che བོ་རྩ་བོ་རྩ་) the son
of Heaven (29) and about Shaza Thii, they said that he later on became the king of Kongpo (30).

The wolf was also described as the god of the travellers (’gro-lha རྒྱུ་ལྷ) (31). It is however difficult to say whether the association of wolf with travels is Bon ( 보내) or Buddhist (nang-pa ཡང་པ) .
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All these books mention their (three sons of གུ་ཁྲིད་ཤིས་) flight to Kongpo but they disagree about who was the youngest or eldest.

(31) གུ་ཁྲིད་ཤིས་ p. 136.